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* made at the site regarding the location of the Stemmons highway’ se yat one 2 
:. which was obscuring ZAPRUDER'S line of view while he was photographing re 
1 the approaching motorcade. . _ The movie also includes Getails of the 7% 
; ; Surrounding area. : : i 

7 ZAPRUDER for approximately twenty feet while moving behind a-road Aiea 
ta Shot one was approximately fixed on the model at a point directly Bs sy 

* behind the center of this sign.<The movie reveals that: ‘pr lor. £02 

emerging from behind the sign he was slumped forward. The position on 
the Parkway where shot one occurred as approximated by the Par and the 
Secret Service varies about one car length (i3 feet) or about One-halr 
second at 15 mph. ~ The FBI's estimate places the President a roximatel 

  

ax a It occurred approximately at the tine Governor Connally’ ‘was: 
8 turning his head to the right rear. This point was established through 
fs the interpretation of the relative location of trees, shrubs, street » 
5g. lights, ciirbing, etc. appearing in the movie. The position on the #4 
24 Parkway approximated by the FBI and the Secret Service Varies about 1:5: 
ae. car lengths (22 feet) or about one second at 15 mph.- The FBI's estinate 
i places the Governor approximately one second further away_ from the: tia 

3; assassin when shot two was TiVO « sere taser set Sa Pagel 

‘SHOT THREES 
i Stemrss BSR een Pes FAL et ae i a 

SSE? ~ It occurred ‘approximately. “at: “the. ‘time: ‘a circle” of hig hE reese, 
“resembling an ‘explosive blast. encircles the President's head 22. The as Sok 
f position on the Parkway approximated by the FBI and the. ‘Sccret Sor Vicew=: 

oH car leng ce mph sasse3 
; ee FBI's estimate places the President a rox imate Second nearer 

q sae seat a Bate: 3 Pas BEF 

  

     



  

‘such as the speed of the vehicle, the firing position of the factors ge" 
7, and the position of ZAPRUDER. It is a matter of accepting the fact’ 

® shooting sequence. The FBI bases its approximations on an “Anterpre= 
S tation of the ZAPRUDER movie re-enacted on a scale model.*”:: The Secret: 

z« Service has also used the movie to approximate the shooting sequence; * 
‘3- eye-witnesses may vary in locating the car at the time of the shooting 
2 menbers of the Commission may also. Jhave dittering | opinions 2 wegarding : 

Fs RISER ES Spee sie 
PBL F Pg as Re, te gee = > 

The ZAPRUDER movie was utilized ‘by “the ¥BI as the “best “nediun 
r " Bpproximating ¢ the points | on the Parkway ‘where the shooting occurred 
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